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                        First detailed program of the Budapest congress

                                                

                             08/04/2024                        
                        

                                            

                    The provisional program of the 15th World Processing Tomato Congress which will take place in Budapest on 9-12 June 2024 has been released.
 
 
 

Monday 10 June - Morning
 CONGRESS & SYMPOSUM JOINT OPENING CEREMONY 

THE FUTURE OF FOOD          
Moderator: Jason Fritsch, WPTC President      ...

                

            

        

                
        	
                
                

                
                    
                        Euromonitor 2023: Global Tomato Pastes & Purées Market

                                                

                             05/04/2024                        
                        

                                            

                    Except for a dip in 2020, due to Covid-19, global retail sales of tomato pastes and purees are growing steadily and expected to continue so and noably in its tow laergest markets: Western Europe and the middle East and Africa.

In 2017, total sales of tomato pastes and purees (see definitions attached) absorbed nearly 3.67 million tonnes (t) of finished products worldwide. Sales fell off...

                

            

        

                
        	
                
                

                
                    
                        WPTC crop update as of 29 March 2024

                                                

                             01/04/2024                        
                        

                                            

                    Planting is starting in most northern hemisphere countries, with small delays due to rains in some regions. Meanwhile, the harvest is nearing the end in the southern hemisphere. There are only minor changes to the 2024 global forecast which now stands at 47.1 million tonnes. 

AMITOM COUNTRIES

BULGARIA
In an effort to extend the length of the season to hopefully 70 days, planting...

                

            

        

                
        	
                
                

                
                    
                        Euromonitor 2023: Middle East & Africa market for tomato products

                                                

                             26/03/2024                        
                        

                                            

                    In this market, which is largely dominated by sales of tomato pastes in terms of quantity and value, especially in the retail sector, the health crisis of 2020 led to a sharp slowdown in sales in the food-service sector, particularly for canned tomatoes, ketchup and sauces (liquid and pasta sauces). Despite some increases in retail sales of tomato pastes, soups and prepared dishes, sales...

                

            

        

                
        	
                
                

                
                    
                        Euromonitor 2023: the global canned tomatoes market

                                                

                             18/03/2024                        
                        

                                            

                    Worldwide, the canned tomato market is the one in which sales volumes are most evenly split between the retail sector (54%) and the food-service sector (46%). There are major price disparities between regions.

As we have already pointed out for other product categories, sales of canned tomatoes (see product definitions in appendices) recorded a sharp downturn in 2020 and 2021, followed by a...

                

            

        

                
        	
                
                

                
                    
                        California: Farms cut tomato acres, await price as planting starts

                                                

                             15/03/2024                        
                        

                                            

                    California farmers are scaling down their processing tomato acreage this year as processors enter the planting season with boosted inventory.

The state’s tomato processors planned to contract for 10.5 million metric tonnes (t) (11.6 million short tons) this year, down about 10% from the 11.7 million t (12.9 million tons) they contracted for in 2023, according to a January report from...

                

            

        

            

    

    

    
        Latest crop news
	

    

    
            
        	
                

                
                    
                        Morning Star Tomato Bites, 28 March 2024

                    

                

                

            

        


                
        	
                

                
                    
                        WPTC crop update as of 29 March 2024

                    

                

                

            

        


                
        	
                

                
                    
                        California: Farms cut tomato acres, await price as planting starts

                    

                

                

            

        


                
        	
                

                
                    
                        Panzani to develop a French tomato production chain

                    

                

                

            

        


            

    

    
    More news
    

    

    

    
        Latest news
	

    

    
            
        
        	
                

                
                    
                        Provisional program of the 17th ISHS Symposium on Processing Tomato

                                                
                             09/04/2024                        
                                            

                    

                     The provisional program of the 17th ISHS Symposium on Processing Tomato which will take place in Budapest on 9-12 June 2024 has been...                
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                        First detailed program of the Budapest congress

                                                
                             08/04/2024                        
                                            

                    

                    The provisional program of the 15th World Processing Tomato Congress which will take place in Budapest on 9-12 June 2024 has been released.
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                        Euromonitor 2023: Global Tomato Pastes & Purées Market

                                                
                             05/04/2024                        
                                            

                    

                    Except for a dip in 2020, due to Covid-19, global retail sales of tomato pastes and purees are growing steadily and expected to continue so and...                
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                        Morocco: Anti-dumping duties on imports from Egypt

                                                
                             05/04/2024                        
                                            

                    

                    Imports into Morocco of canned tomato products originating in Egypt will be subject to a temporary anti-dumping duty of 29.93%. 
 
This...                
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                        Egypt: Paste & Juice doubles its capacity

                                                
                             04/04/2024                        
                                            

                    

                    Paste & Juice, Egypt’s number 1 tomato processor and world supplier of tomato paste, is poised to inaugurate its latest production line...                
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                        La Doria: Revenues up 20% in 2023

                                                
                             04/04/2024                        
                                            

                    

                    La Doria reported 2023 revenues of Euro 1.228 billion with overseas market sales up 22.6% and Italian market by 11%, with the growth driven by Red...                
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                        Morning Star Tomato Bites, 28 March 2024

                                                
                             03/04/2024                        
                                            

                    

                    Morning Star colleague Aaron Giampietro is back with another TOMATO BITES by Morning Star update.

Amidst California's favorable weather and...                
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                        WPTC crop update as of 29 March 2024

                                                
                             01/04/2024                        
                                            

                    

                    Planting is starting in most northern hemisphere countries, with small delays due to rains in some regions. Meanwhile, the harvest is nearing the...                
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                        Reader's Digest: March 2024

                                                
                             29/03/2024                        
                                            

                    

                    In March 2024, we published the following articles:


	Tomato Paste Prices, February 2024: USA, Spain, Portugal, Italy, China, Chile....                
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                        California Tomato Research Institute: research grant to study branched broomrape

                                                
                             29/03/2024                        
                                            

                    

                    Professor studies genetic secrets of invasive weed threatening USD 1.5 billion tomato industry. Adam Schneider is studying the root cause of a...                
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                        Conagra Brands expands Canada tomato processing facility

                                                
                             28/03/2024                        
                                            

                    

                    The group plans to increase tomato production by 25%

According to information released in September 2023, Conagra Brands has invested in its...                
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                        Global Imports of Tomato Products, Updated March 27, 2024

                                                
                             27/03/2024                        
                                            

                    

                    Comparison of monthly imports over past two years
The trend for quantities of tomato paste imported by the Top20 importing countries (*) over the...                
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            Featured company
            

            
                Goodpack IBC (Singapore) Pte Ltd
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                Aptar Closures: fully recyclable flow control dispensing solutions

                            

                        
                India: two new tomato processing plants

                            

                        
                WPTC crop update as of 29 March 2024

                            

                        
                Worldwide (total fresh) tomato production in 2021

                            

                        
                Major global markets and Chinese tomato products
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				15th World Processing Tomato Congress and 17th ISHS Symposium on Processing Tomato
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